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A NOTE ON STRONG HOMOLOGY OF INVERSE SYSTEMS

By

Sibe MardesiC

1. Introduction.

Ju. T. Lisica and the author have defined in [4] strong homology groups

HP(X;G) of inverse systems of spaces X={XX, pxx-, A) over directed cofinite

sets A (every element AeA has only finitelymany predecessors). It was shown

in [5] that these groups are functors on the coherent prohomotopy category

CPHTop, introduced in [2] and [3]. The notion of strong or Steenrod homology

H£(X; G) of an arbitrary space X was then defined [1], [6] and shown to be a

functor on the strong shape category SSh [2], [3]. The procedure consisted

in choosing a cofiniteANR-resolution p:X->X of Z([7], [8], [9]) and of defin-

ing HSV{X; G) as HV{X;G). That the group HSP{X; G) does not depend on the

choice of the resolution is a consequence of the following factorizationtheorem

([3], Theorem II.2.3). If p:X->Xi$ a resolution and f:X-*Y is a coherent

map into a cofiniteANR-system, then there exists a unique coherent homotopy

class of coherent maps g: X―> Y such that gp and / are coherently homotopic.

The definition of composition in CPHTop and the proof of the factorization

theorem essentiallyused the assumption that the index sets A be cofinite. On

the other hand, the construction of the homology groups HP(X; G) did not re-

quire thisassumption. Therefore, it remained unclear whether one can use also

non-cofmite ANR-resolutions to determine the homology groups Hp{X; G) of the

space X. To prove that thisis indeed the case is the main purpose of this

paper. Such an information can prove useful in situations where a non-cofmite

ANR-resolution naturally arises.

The main idea of the proof is to replace a given ANR-resolution p: X―>X

by a cofinite ANR-resolution p*: X-*X* using the "trick" described in ([9],

Theorem I, 1.2). What remains to be done is to exhibit a natural isomorphism

m* : HP(X; G)-^HP(X*; G). The correct formula for u* is easily found. How-

ever, the formula for the inverse v* of u* is less obvious. Even more compli-

cated is the verificationof the two equalities u^v^―1, v*u*=l.

In order to simplify notations throughout the paper we omit the coefficient

groups G, although all results hold for an arbitrary G.
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2. Coherent maps and homotopy of systems.

Let X=(XX, pzx>, A) and Y={Yp, q^^, M) be inverse systems of spaces

over directed sets A and M respectively, i.e., X and F are assumed to be ob-

jects of the category pro-Top (see I. 1 of [9]). In all but the last section we

will assume that A and M are antisymmetric, i.e. X^X' and X't^X implies X=X＼

We denote by An, n^O, the set of allincreasing sequences l=(X0, ■■･,Xn)in

A of length n, Xo^ ■･■̂Xn. If (K/^n, lj=(X0, ■･･,%j,･･･,Xn) denotes the se-

quence of length n―1 obtained from I by deleting ^. Dually, li=(X0, -･･Xjt

Xj,･･■,Xn) is obtained from I by repeating ^_,-.The standard n-simplex is denoted

by An and 9^:Ara"1->A", <; :An+1->An denote the face and degeneracy operators.

According to [2], [3], a coherent map f: X―>Y consists of the following:

(i) a function <p: ＼JM71-^-A such that

(1) <p(m)^<p(mj), QSj^n, n>0;

(ii) maps /m:A*xI?w^^0, m^Mn, n^O, such that

(2) /≫(3"^,̂ )=S

(3) fm(,Gnjt,p(pW(p^-){x))―fmKt, x), 0^/^n.

A coherent homotopy F:/xI-*7, connecting coherent maps /, ff;X-*Y,

is a coherent map, given by a function 0 and by maps Fm: AnxIxX0Cm^-^Ytto,

such that

(4) 0(m)^<p(m), <p'{ni),

(5) Fm(t,0, X)=fm(t, P<p(m)0w(x)),

(6) Fm(f,1, X)= f'm(t,P9'W0W(X)).

In [3] a coherent map /: X―≫F was called special provided there existed

an increasing function Z : M―>A satisfying

(7) <p(m)=X(f£n), m=(fjt0,･■■,ftn).

If M is cofinite,then every coherent map / :X-> F admits a special coherent

map /': X->Fsuch that / and /' are coherently homotopic, i.e. /=/'. More-

over, if /', f" ＼X-*Y are special coherent maps and f'^f", then there exists

a special coherent homotopy connecting /' and /" (see [3], Lemmas 1.6.5 and

1.6.6). In [2] and [3] compostion of special coherent maps f-.X-*Y, g: Y-+Z

was defined. In the case of cofinitesystems, it induces a composition of co-
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herently homotopic classes of coherent maps, yielding thus the category CPHTop.

3. Strong homology groups of systems.

Let X=(Xx, pxx1, A) be an inverse system over a directed set A. Follow-

ing [4], we define a chain complex C#(X) as follows. For p^O, a strong p-

chain of X is a function x which assigns to every l^An a singular (p+n)-

chain xt of Xx0, xi<^Cp+n(Xx0). The group CP(X) consists of all strong p-

chains of X The boundary operator d: CP+1(X)-^CP{X) is given by

(1) (dx)io=d(xio),

(2) (-mdx^dix^-Px^x^-ti-iyx^, n^l.

Strong homology groups HP(X) of a system X are defined as the homology

groups of the chain complex C#(X).

If /: X-≫F is a special coherent map, given by an increasing function

(p-.M-^A and by maps fm:AnxX9>cfln^->Y/l0, then / induces a chain mapping

/#:C#(X)-^C#(F), denned in (4.1) of [5] by

n
(3) (/#*)/*(,.../≪,=

iS//(0-/(i#(Atxx＼)(/ii)...?,(/,n)).

Special coherently homotopic maps /, /': X―>F induce chain homotopic chain

maps /#=/#. Moreover, {gf)#=g*f* (see [5]). Consequently, special coherent

maps /: X->F induce homomorphisms/* : HP(X)-+HP{Y) satisfying (gf)*=g*f*.

By definition,/+ is the homomorphism induced by the chain mapping /# :C#(X)

-*C#(Y) and depends only on the coherent homotopy class of /. How to define

f*.for coherent maps, which are not special, will be shown in 8.

4. Associated eofinite systems.

With every inverse system X―{Xx,pxx', A) we will now associate a new

system X*=(XJ, pta<, A*), defined as follows (see [9], the proof I, 1, Theorem

2). The set A* consists of all finitesubsets aQA having a maximum. Since

we have assumed that A is antisymmetric, the maximum of a is unique and

we denote it shortly by a. We order A* by inclusion <=. Clearly, A* is

directed, antisymmetric and eofinite. We now put

(1) X*=X5,

＼ii) Paa'―paa'･

We refer to X* as to the eofinitesystem associated with X.
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We now define a map of systems u ― ux: X-+X* (in the sense of [4]). It

is given by the increasing function a^a, a<^A*, and by the maps ua=id:X&

->X*=X5. It generates a chain mapping u# = ux# : C#(X)―>C#(X*) (§3. of [4]),

given by

(3) (u#x)ao...an=xSo...5n, (a0, ―, an)(=A*n.

If x^Cp(X), then xav..aneCp+n(XSo)=Cp+n(X*o) as desired.

Remark 1. If one first associates with u a special coherent map u' as in

(2.8) of [5], then the induced chain mapping u# is chain homotopic to u# and

is given by a formula more complicated than (3).

Let Y*=(Y^, qfo', M*) be the cofmite system associated with Y=(Y/1, qPll',M).

With every coherent map / : X-> Y we now associate a coherent map /* : X*

-≫F*. If / is given by <p and fpo...pn,we define /* by <p* and f^Q...pn:AnX

X*vPo.~.Pn^Yh where

(4) ^*(^0, -, pn)={<p(Pi0, -, hk)- O^io< ･･･<ik<n,0^k£n},

(5) f$<r-Pn=fh"fin-

Note that /30S ･･･Qfin implies pi(j£■■■^hk so tnat ^*(/3o, ･･･, j8≫)is a well-

defined finite subset of A. It belongs to J* because (2.1) implies that <p(p0,■･･,fin)

is the maximum of ^*(/30, ･･･, /3J, i.e.,

(6) ^*(^0, - , j8B)= 9>(|9o,-, ^)

That ^o* and /|0...^Bsatisfy 2.(2)-2. (3) is immediate. We refer to /* as to

the coherent map associated with f.

If /: X-> F is a special coherent map, given by an increasing function

(p＼M->A and by maps fm:AnxX(pliftn^Yfl0, then one can associate with / a

special coherent map /+ : X*-*F*, given by <p+: M*->J* and f+p0...pn: A"Xl*+(^)

->y|0, defined as follows.

(7) p+(j8)=p(j8), .QeM*,

(8) ffio"Pn=ffa-tn'

Note that ^(jS) is a finite subset of J, because j8 is a finite subset of M.

Moreover, <p(fi)is the maximum of <p(fi),i.e.,

(9) <p{fi)=VW)> /3eM*,

which shows that indeed <p+(P)eA*. Furthermore,fjS0^^i implies <p(Po)Q<p(.Pi),

which shows that <p+ is an increasing function.
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Also note that (9) implies X%+^n-i=X^+^i=X9^n->, Y%0=Yp0, so that (8;

defines a map f}0...pn:AnxX*+<pn)-*Y:$0. A straightforward verification shows

that /+ satisfies (2.2) and (2.3) (put ^+(/30, ･･･ , j8B)=y>+(j8B)).

Remark 2. If / is a special coherent map, then the coherent maps /*, /+:

X*-≫F* are coherently homotopic. Indeed, if we put $(/30, ･･･, Pn)=<p(Pn), then

(10) p*(j80, -,j8B)S0(j8Ol -, j8n).

Indeed, when / is a special coherent map, <p(Pi0, ･■･, ^ik)=<p(^ik) an(^ there-

fore (4) becomes <p*(p0, ･･･ , fin)={<p{$o), ･･･, ?>(J3B)}. However, ^e^S^ and

sop(&)ep(j8n)=0(j8o,---,j8B), 0^/^n. Also, ^>+(^0, -, pn)=<p(Pn)=R{fa, -, j8J.

Furthermore, note that

(n) /?o-j8B(/>*'C^o.-./JB)*Ci8o..-..i9B)(x),0

Indeed, since / is special (#> increases), (6) yields <p*(p0, -■･>Pn)―<p(fio> ■･･≫j8n)

=<p(Pn)=<p(Pn)- Since /+ is special, formula (7) yields ^+(^o, ･･･, Pn)=<P+(Pn)=

<p(pn). By definition, ^(jSo, ･･･ Pn)=<p(Pn). All this shows that the constant

homotopies FpQ...pn yield a coherent homotopy between /* and /+.

Remark 3. If / is a special coherent map, then the induced chain mappings

/# and f% satisfy

O-2) f$ux#=uY#f#,

i.e. the following diagram of chain mappings commutes

(13)

Indeed,

(14)

ctcir*)≪―^―c9(X)

r.＼
J/.

C#(Y*)< C≫(Y)

(/#Wjr#*)/≫o-0≫

= E/^i#(AiX(Mx#x)p+(i3i)...?+(^))

n
2/i§0...jS

j#(Al
X Xlp(.fiiy..(pCpn))

1= 0

(/**)£,■■･*≫ = (Wr#/#x)j8o...i8B
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Passing to homology and the induced homomorphisms, we concludethatthe

followingdiagrams commute for p^O:

(15) HJX*)< "" H,(X)

/* / *

HP{Y*)< HP{Y) .
Uv*

The main result of this paper is the following theorem proved in 5-7.

Theorem 1. ux$ : C#(X)-+C#(X*) 2S & chain equivalence and theorefore,

ux*'-Hp(X)―>HP(X*) is an isomorphism.

5. The homotopy inverse v of w#.

For u#=ux#: C#(X)->C#(X*) we will now define a chain homotopy inverse

v=vx:C%{X)->C*{X).

We firstintroduce some notation. P{n), n^O, will denote the group of all

permutations of the set {0, 1, ･･･,n). If l=(X0, ･･･,Xn)^An and ^eP(n), we put

( 1 ) ZtT= (/nC0)>"" j ^Cti))>

Z^ is a sequence in J of length n (which need not be increasing).

Each {XsW, ･･･,^≫(≪}£{^0,･･･,^tj}.0^/^n, is an element of A*, because it

is a finitetotallyordered subset of A. Moreover, [Ik] is an increasing sequence

in J* of length n, so that [^]e(J*)n.

For y<=Cp(X*), we now define vyeCp(X) as follows. If nS^O and 1=

Uc ･･･,ijGin, we put

(3)

where

(vy)i S sgnnpnyllnl,

(4) Pn―pXoX^CO)^-

Clearly,yLlnl^Cp+n)X^Km))=Cp+n(XxKW) so that(vy)l^Cp+n(Xh) as desired.

v: CP(X*)-+CP(X) is a homomorphism for each p^O. Moreover, we have

the followingassertion.

(5)

Lemma 1. v: C#(X*)->C#(X) is a chain mapping, i.e

(vdy)i=(dvy)i, l^An.
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Proof. Let l=(X0, ･･■,Xn). If n=0, then

(dvy)Xo-d(vy)x0=dy{x0) = (dy)lXo}= {vdy)x0.

We will therefore assume that n^l.

By (3) and 3.(2), we see that

(6) {vdy)l={~l)n S sgn^dCycw)
7TG.PC71)

+(-l)n-1 S sgn7cpxp*ylMo
7rep(ra)

+(-l)B-lBS S (-iysgn7rpnyunij

- 2 sgn7cpxyLM,

where we have put

(7) P^=zPvQCn)v1(.n)tf

(8) V0(7C)={XnW}, V1(7V)={XKW,And)}.

We willnow show that

(9) S sgnpxp*yztxlo=0,

(10) 2 sgn7tpnyLM=0, l^;^n-l,

so that(6) reduces to the firstand the last sum.

Indeed, put

(11) Pj(n)={xe:P{n):xV)<7cU+l)}, R<j£n-l

For any jrsWn), 0£j^n ―1, define7i'^P(n)＼Pj(n)by

(12)

*(0 i^h 7 + 1

*'(*■)= n(j+l), i=j,

n(j), *=y+i

183

Clearly, in [It:']and [Irc'] only the jth terms differ so that

(13) IM,= [/*'], se?/n), (K/^n-1.

Furthermore, for 1^/^n―1, jr/(0)= w(0) so that

(14) &=/>≪', ireP/n), l^/rgn-l.

By (4) and (7), for any 7reP(n), we have p^p%-pxQ-^D# because J^r)=^(0)

However, for !reP0(ji), v1{n)={?.nm, X^―v.iii'), so that
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(15) PnP%=P*-P%', ^ePo(n).

Since sgn7T = ―sgnjr' and the permutations of P{n) come in pairs it,tz',where

Tt^Pj, we obtain (9) and (10).

We now consider {dvy)h By 3.(2), we have

(16)

(17)

(dw3')i=(-l)B3(v3')i+(-l)B-1/>^i1#(v3')/o+t!(-l)B+J'1(v3')iJ

We will now examine (vy)tjfor (K/^n. We firstdefine A'o,･･･,A'n-iby

Clearly, lj=(?./0,■■■, l'n-i)- With every 7reP(n ―1) and O^j^n, we associate

a permutation Ttj^P(n) by putting

(18) *#)=■

Note that rc*belongs to

(19)

(20)

(21)

7z(i), if O£i<n-1 and 7t(i)<j-l,

7t(i)+l, if 0^z^n-l and 7c(i)^j,

f, if i=n.

Qj(n)={neEP(n): n(n)=j], O£j£n,

sgnxj=(―l)"~-7'sgn7r, 0^/^n,

This shows that the sequence ljTz=(XfxW, ･･･, ^cn-i)) (of length n ―1)is ob-

uained from the sequence liCj=(Xn'jW,― , h) ) (of length n) by omitting the

last term. Therefore,

(22)

Also note that

(23)

CM = [l≫ri]B,(K/=gn

A*={
PiaXiP*, J = Q

Pn 1^/^n

Indeed, by (21), for O^j^n, />≫j=/>io^jC0)#=/>io^£0)#.If 7^1 the firstterm of

lj is ^o and the firstterm of Ijx is XfxW. Therefore, pn=Pzox'xW* and we have

P^―Pn- If ;=0, then the firstterm of l0 is ^x and the firstterm of lo7ris A'nW

so thatP^Px^'^n* and pi^p^px^n*

We thereforehave, by (3),

(24) i-ir-'PxoxXvy)^-

―Ph-

S sgn7c%>yLmn,
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D'+'-'doOi,
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n
Now notice that P(n)= ＼JQj(n) is a decomposition of P(n) in disjoint sets.

Therefore, by (16),

(26) (dvyt)=(-l)nd(vy)t s sgnxpaylM

Since, by (3),(―l)nd(vy)iequals the firstsum in (6), we obtain the desired con-

clusion (5).

(1)

6. The homotopy u#v = l.

In this section we will define a chain homotopy D on C#(X*) such that

(dDx)a + {Ddx)a ―ua ―(u*vx)a

for every a=(a0, ■･･,an)<^A*n and igC^P).

Note that

(2) (u#vx)a= (vx)a= S sgn7r^x[an],

where a―{dQ, ■･･,ocn),

In order to define D we need more notation. Let n^O, a=(a0, ･･･, an)e

A*n, O^k^n, izEiP(k). Then we put

(4)

(5)

(6) a(k)―(ak, ■■■, an).

Since a0Q ■■■Qan, we have a0^ ･･･^an and therefore {aKW, ■■■,anW], O^i^k,

Is a totally ordered finite set, hence, an element of A*. Consequently, [fi7r]e

A*k. Moreover, ≪(fe)G#"-s and [a^]a(^)eyl*ri+1, because {a^, ■･･,5^} =

{a0, ･･･, ak}Qak E.g., if a=(a0, ≪i, a2), ^ ―1 and 7r permutes 0 and 1, then

[a7r]a(&)=({<Xi}, la0, ≪i},≪i, ^2)- Note that a;r and [a^l can be interpreted as

5.(1) and 5.(2) for l=(aQ, ■■■

(7) (£*).=(

ak). For xeCiP) we now put

1)*

n

Lemma 2. D is a chain homotopy connecting identity with uv, i.e., D satis-

fies(1).
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Note that X[S^a(ft)eCp+n+1(Z^5T^))=Cp+n+1(Z^^) sR that ^xCan]o(A)e

Cp+n+1(Xa0)=Cp+n+1(X*0) as desired.

In the verifiecationof formula (1) we omit the easier cases n=0 and n=l

and concentrate on n^2. By 3.(2) and (7), we have

(8)

where

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(Ddx)a = S1+S2+Ss,

n
5i=― S S (―l)*sgnff^BS(xcarfB(ik))

Sz= S S (-l)*sgn^8^x{[Ba3≪c*))0

S3 = SS S (-l)fe+J'sgn^xc[a^aCfe))

― ■h*

vo(w)={asCO>} v1(k) =

a0, k=0

(cf. with 5.(7) and 5.(8)).

For k=0 the only permutation of {0} is the identity so that [a;r]= [a] =

{do＼ and thus ([a^]a(0))0=a(0)=a. Moreover, px=id, pt=id. Therefore, the

firstterm in Sz equals xa. The sum of all the remainig terms of 52 equals 0,

because we will see that

(14)

This will prove that

(15) S2=xa.

Similarly, we will show that a part of the triple sum S3, vanishes, because

(16) 2 sgnff^x<ca≫]≪(*))/=O, l^j£k-l,2^k^n

In order to prove (14) and (16), we use some arguments from 5. In par-

ticular,since

(17) flMa(fc))j=[S7r],a(fc), O£j^k-l, 7Z^P(k),

5.(13) for /=(≪<>,･･･,≪*)implies

(18) ([3ff]a(fc))j=([fiff';|a(fc))j,7tePj(k), O^j^k-1.

Furthermore, 5.(14) and 5.(15) imply

(19) $*=p*', Tt^Plk), l£j£k-l,
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(20) p*Pt=Px-P%', n^Po(k).

Since sgnrc'^ ―sgnrc and the permutations of P(k) come in pairs 7t,tz',

where iz&PfJz), we conclude that (14) and (16) hold indeed.

The summation in S3 is over the set {{k, j): O^k^n, 1^/^n+l}, which

decomposes in the following subsets of ZxZ:

Ut={(k,j): l^k^n,j=k},

Uz={(k,j): Q£k^n-l,j=k+l},

U<={(n, n + 1)},

U5={(k,j): 0£k^n-l, k+2£j^n+l},

Denote the part of S3 corresponding to Ui by S＼. Then

(21)

Now (16) implies

(22)

The terms of Si equal

6

O3―- 2-1 >~>3

j = l

SJ=O.

(23) ―sgn7c$nxin*i, 7t(EP(n),

because

(24) ([fiw]a(n))n+1=([Sff]a≫)B+1=[W|.

Hence, by (2),

(25) Si=-{u*vx)a.

We will now consider 51+SI. If we replace in the expression for SI the

summation index k by k + l, we obtain

(26)
n-1

J=0lG?(4+l)

On the other hand,

re-l
(27) Si=―2 2 sgnnp*xaaniack≫k+1-

With every permutation jreP(&) we now associatea permutation rc'e

O*+i(*+l) such that n'(i)=Tt(i)for 0^z"^& and ^/(^+l)=yfe+l (see 5.(18)).

Note that

(28) [fiw/]a(fe+ l)=[ow], {a≪co),･･･,a≪c*)≫a*+i},≪*+i,"･, a^
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(29)

so that

(30)
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[fijr]a(fc)= [fia], ak, ak+1, ･･･, an,

([ar'M£ + l))ft+1=([a7r]a(£))fe+1.

We also have sgn^'^sgnjr and px>=px, because 7r'(0)=;r(0),Since tz^*k' is a

k+i
bijection P(k)-+Qk+1(k+l)^P(k+l) and P(k+1)= ＼JQlk+1), we conclude that

1=0

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

S1+SI= S S S sgnff^sx{[ari≪(*+i≫A+1.
*=0j=0lGQ_,-(ft+l)

We will now show that

SS=-BS S 2 (-l)*+'sgn *&*≪:≫≪]≪,(≪).
k=oj=k +iizep(.k) J J

Let O^k£n, x^P(k), and let k+l^j^n+1. Then

On the other hand, if O^k^n―1, 7iGP{k) and k+l^j£n, then

[ffijff]aj(^)=rsw](a(fe))J_*,

because [si7r]= [fiff]. Consequently, (33) and (34) imply

(35) ([a7r]a(£)),-=[a,-_17r>J-_1(£),O£k^n-1, k+2^j^n+l

and (32) follows.

We will now compute (dDx)a. By 3.(2) and (7) we see that

(36)

where

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

T,

T2=

n

s

k = 0

n-1
s

k=l

(dDx)a=T1+T2+T3>

S ( 1)* sgnv:pjd(xta*i*<.k>)

T,= I)1S S (-I)fe+J'sgn7r^x[fl7l]o.(ft)
4=0j=lJre.P(*) J

We see,by (9) and (37),that

SH-7X).

We now decompose T3 in two summands T＼,T＼correspondingto the decom-

position of the set V― {{k, j): O^&fSn―1, 1^/^n} in sets

V*=＼{k. i): l<k<n-l. l<i<k＼.
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Vz={(k, /): (K&^n-l, k + l^j^n}.

It follows from (32) that

(41) S|+Ti=0.

Taking into account (15), (22), (25), (40) and (41), in order to prove (1), it

remains to show that

(42) Sl+Sl=-(Tt+T＼).

We now analyze T. and T＼. Let 0£k£n-l. With every n^P(k) and

O^j^k we associatea permutation jt'^Qjik+l), definedby 5.(18)(with k+1

in place of n). Then (see 5.(20),5.(22))

(43)

(44)

sgn7r;-=(-l)fc+1-J'sgnjr, O^j^k,

Moreover, a}(k)=a(k+l) for j^k and (since [an'j] is of length k+1)

[a7t'j]k+Mk + l)=(ia7:fia(k + l))k+1.

We thus obtain

(45) [a^]oJ(fe)=([fi^]a(^ + D)*+i, O£j^k.

Also note (see 5.(23)) that

( PsoBrfP*, ;=0,
(46) p^l

[p*, l^j^k.

Finally, observe that tt'―>7rCis a bisection P{k)^>QAk+Y). Therefore,

(47)

(48)

T2=
rc-1
s

k=0

2 sgn7c'p]l>Xaax'ia<.k+i≫k+1>

&= 1.7=l7r'eQj(&+l) J

The summation in (31) is over the set {(k, /): OsJ&^n―1, O^j^k}, which

decomposes in {(k, j): O^Lk^n―1, j=0] and {(k, j): l<Lk^n―1, l^j^k).

Therefore, (31), (47) and (48) show that indeed (42) holds. This completes the

proof of Lemma 2.

7. The homotopy vu# = l.

In §7 of [4] with every inverse system X a reduced chain complex C#(X)

was defined. It was the restriction of C#(X) to non-degenerate sequences 1=

Wo, ･･･,ln)<^An. These are sequences such that L<Ai+1 and Ai^L+1, i=0, ■■■,n ―1.
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There is a chain mapping i: C#(X)―>C#(X) definedby-

CD (≫W)fxi, /e>.

Also in §7 of [4], a chain mapping r: C#(X)-^C*(X) was definedby

(2) (r(jO)i ■

t yt> IgA71

0

l^An＼An

and it was shown that ir―1, n = l. The latter relation means that there ex-

ists a chain homotopy E such that

(3)

(4)

dEx+Edx=x~rix, xeC#(Z).

Lemma 3. The chain mapping vu# :C#(X)―>C#(X) satisfies

vu*ry=ry, _veC≫(X).

Proof. It sufficesto show that for and xeCp(I) and any l―(A0,■■■,ije

An the chain (vu#x―x)i is a finitesum of terms of the form ±pxQx'0#xr, where

^o^o, lf=(K, ･･･,J.'n)^An＼An. Indeed, if this is the case, then for x=ry, ;ye

C#(X), one can express (vu#ry―ry)i, l<=An, as a finitesum of terms of the

form ±pxox'o#(ry)i'.Since, by (2), each of these terms vanishes, we conclude

that (4) holds.

By 5.(3), we have

(5) {vu^x)i= 2 sgn7tpK(u#x)lM, l<=An

If jz is the identity map, then lx=l, so that

(6) [fcrXtfoh -, Ho,--,*≫}), *=id.

Since max{^0, ･･･, l^―Xi, we conclude that

(7) sgn7rpn(uiix)aK2=xl, 7c=id^P(n).

Therefore, (vu$x―x)i is a finite sum of terms of ±^0;lt{0)≫("^)[w) where re

P(n) and n^id. For any such % there exist indexes j, Q<kj<n, such that

7r(y+l)<7r(y). For the smallest such / we have ^r(0)< ･･･ <n{j), 7i(j+l)<7t(j) so

that

(8) niax{x,(o)) ■■■> ^c;)/:=^(;):::rniax{/^(o), ･･･^j-), 4c;+d}-

Since [/^] is of the form (v0J ･･･, J^n) with Vi={^(0), ･･･, 4≪), we see that

£0=Vy+i, so that Z'=(j30, ･■･,vn)eAn＼An. However, (u$x)Unl=(u#x)Vo...Vn=xio...t

―xv as desired.
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Lemma 4. Let E be a homotopy satisfying (3). Then

D=vuE― R(9)

is a chain homotopy satisgying

(10)

dDx+Ddx^vux―x, x^CJX).

Proof. By (3) and (4), we have

dDx-＼-Ddx=dvuEx+vuEdx

~dEx―Edx=vu{dEx-＼-Edx) ―{dEx-＼-Edx)

=vu(x―rix)―(x―rix)

=-{vux―eix)―(x―rix)―vux―x.

Lemmas 1, 2 and 4 complete the proof of Theorem 1
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8. Homomorphisms induced by arbitrary coherent maps.

Let /: X-> Y be an arbitrary coherent map. In order to define the inducec

homomorphisms /* :HP(X)->HP{Y) one proceeds as follows. Consider the cofinite

systems X* and F* associated with X and Y respectively and consider the

chain mappings ux# : C#(X)-+C#(X*) and wr# : C*(Y)-^C≫(Y*). Let vr≫:C≫(Y*:

―>C#(X*) be the homotopy inverse of uY#. Let f*:X*―≫F* be the coherent

mapping associated with /. Since F* is cofinite,there exists a special coherent

map /+:X*―>F*, which is coherently homotopic to /* (see Lemma 6.5 of [5]).

We now take for /* the homomorphism induced by the chain mapping

(1) /#=W*"nt-

The homomorphism /# is independent of the choice of /+. Indeed, for another

choice ft, one has /+s/s/t, so that /*=iWt*w≪.

Remark 4. If f:X―>Y is a special coherent map, one can choose f+ = f*

as in Remark 2. Then, by Remark 3, /#Ujr# = wo/#, and therefore

(2) *W#m*#=/#-

This shows that for special / the new definition of /* agrees with the pre-

vious one, given in 3.

Remark 5. If /, g: X―> Y are coherently homotopic coherent maps, then

/#> Sn '･C#(X)―>C#(F) are chain homotopic chain mappings and therefore /*=

£*: HP{X)^HV{Y＼
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In order to establish this assertion, it sufficesto show that the associated

coherent mappings /*, g*: X*-> F* (defined in §4) are coherently homotopic.

Let g be given by <p and gm and let F:IxX->Y be a coherent homotopy from

/ to g, given by 0 and Fm. We associate with F the coherent map F*:IxX*

―>Y* as in §4. It is given by $* and F^0...pn.It is then straightforward to

verify that F* is a coherent homotopy from /* to g*.

Remark 6. Let /: X―> Y be a coherent map. If Y is cofinite,there exists

a special coherent map fr: X->Y such that /=/i. Itis a consequence of Remark

5 that /*=/i*. However, by Remark 4, /x* can be obtained directly using the

induced chain mapping /,# of the special coherent map f^

Remark 7. The definition of /* for an arbitrary coherent map /: X-> Y

shows that also in this case the diagram 4.(15) commutes. Moreover, by Remark

6, one can replace in this diagram f% by f%. This shows the naturality of the

isomorphisms ux±.

9. Homology of spaces using arbitrary ANR-resoiutions.

Let X=(Xx, pxx1, A) be an inverse system and let p:X->X be a morphism

of pro-Top, i.e. a collection of maps px '.X-^-Xx such that pxvPr―Px for 1^1'.

We say that p is a resolution of X (see [7], (8) and [9]) provided the following

two conditions are satisfied:

(Rl) Let P be an ANR (for metric spaces), let cv be an open covering of

P and let f :X^P be a map. Then there exist a X&A and a map g:Xx-*P

such that gpx and / are c^-near maps.

(R2) Let P be an ANR and °^ an open covering of P. Then there exists

an open covering c＼P'of P such that whenever X&A and g, g': Xx-^P are maps

such that gpx and g'px are c^'-near maps, then there exists a^2 such that

gpxx- and g'pxx1 are c^-near maps.

If all Xx are ANR's we say that p: X-^X is an ANR-resolution.

Let X*=(X*, p*a>, A*) be the cofinitesystem associated with X described

in 4. We define p* : X-+X*, ae^A*, by p$=ps : X->X5=X%. Note that the maps

pt, a<^A*, define a morphism p*: X->X* of pro-Top, because

P%a-Pt>=fit for a^a'.

Theorem 2. If p: X-*X is an arbitrary resolution(ANR-resolution) of the

space X, then p*: X-^X* is also a resolution(ANR-resolution) of X and

(3) uxp=p*.
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Proof. (1) is an immediate consequence of the definitions.

In order to verify (Rl), consider an ANR P, an open covering cv of Pand

a map f:X->P. Choose l^A and g:Xx~*P as in (Rl) for p. If we put a=

{X}gA*, then X*=Xif p*=px and gp*=gpx is cy-near /.

In order to verify (R2), consider PeANR and an open covering c[7 of P.

Choose <=V'as in (R2) for p. We claim that <=V'also satisfies(R2) for p*.

Indeed, let a<^A* and let g, g': X*-±P be maps such that gp* and g'p* are

c^'-near. Since gpt=gpa, g'Pt―g'Ps, we conclude that there is a 1'^A, 1'^a,

such that gpaxr and g'psx- are cv-near maps. Put af―a＼J{X'}. Clearly, a'e

A* and a'―V. Since pta'=Paa'=pai', we conclude that ^/)*≪'and g7>Ja' are

c^-near maps.

Remark 8. Let X be an arbitrary space and let p: X-+X be an ANR-

resolution of X. By definition [1], [6], the homology group Hf(X) of the space

X can be identified with the homology group HP(X*) of the cofinite ANR-

resolution X*. However, by Theorem 1, wx* establishesa natural isomorphism

Hp(X)->Hp(X*). Therefore, Hf(X) can also be identified with the homology

group HP(X), where p: X-+X is an arbitrary (non-cofinite)ANR-resolution of

the space X.

10. Eliminating the assumption of anti-symmetry.

In this section we assume that A is a directed set, which need not be anti-

symmetric. If ^o^=Ui and ^i^Uo> we put X0^X1. Clearly, ~ is an equivalence

relation. Let A'^kA be a subset of A which contains precisely one element

from every equivalence class of A with respect to ~. The set A1 is directed

and antisymmetric

With every system X―{XX, PxQxv A) we now associate its restriction Xf=

{Xx, Pxoxv A') to A'QA. We then define a map of systems s=sx: X-*Xf by

the inclusion map A'-+A and by the identity maps Sx^id: XX-^XX. The induced

chain mappings s# : C#{X)-+C#(X') is given by

(1) (s#x)x0...xn=xx0...xn, (X0,-,Xn)e=A'n.

With every coherent map / : X―>F we associate a coherent map /': X'-*Y'.

If / is given by <p and ffi0...ftn,then /' is given by <p' and f'^0...llndefined as

follows: (p'{m), m=([i0, ■■･, p.n)<=Mn, is the only element of A' such that <p'{m)

~<p{m). The mapping f'm: AnxX(p>w-±Y!l0 is given by

(2) fL(t, x) = Ut, pvwV'<m>(x)).
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Remark 9. If / :X->F is special, then also f'＼X'->Yf is special and the

induced chain mappings /#, /# satisfy the naturality condition

(3) /#Sx# = Sy#/#.

To see this firstnotice that (p/{m)r^(p{m)=ip{p.n)^(p'{p.n)>so that (p'{m)―

<p'{pin)- Furthermore, if fto^filt then <p'(fio)~<p(fto)^<p(fti)~<p'(f*i)fso that <p'

increases. This proves that /' is also a special coherent map.

To verify (3) we firstconsider the special coherent map fx: X-* Y', given

by <p and fm, m^M/n. The induced chain map /1# : C#(X)->C#(F/) satisfies

(4) fi* = Sy*f*.

We then consider the special coherent map f2:X-*Y', given by <prand (2),

and observe that

(5) /2#=/#Sx*.

Finally, since <p^(p',fx and fz are coherently homotopic (even congruent in

the sense of §5 of [5]) so that (see §3).

(6) /1#=/2≪.

Therem 3. sx# : C#(X)->C#(X/) is a chain equivalence and, therefore, sx*:

Hp(X)^Hp(X') is an isomorphism.

(7)

Proof. We define the inverse chain mapping w = wx '■C#(X')->C#(X) by

where X' is the only element of A' such that X~X'. Clearly,

(8) (s*wy)x<r.in=(wy)x(r.xn=yxir.in

when Xo,■･■,ln<=A'. Therefore, s#w=l

On the other hand,

(9) (ws*x)xv..i1=piQil0*xxlv..iln

so that sw# can differ from 1. However

(10)

To establish (10), we put

(11)

We willnow verify

(12)

ws^l

(-mDxhr.Xn=
£

o
(-l)kXz0...XkX'k...X'n

(dDx+Ddx) xo...xn=(ws#x-x) xo...xn
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We concentrate on the case n^2. If l=(A0, ･･･,Xn), n^2, and 0<Lk^n, we

have

(13)

where

(14)

(15)

(16)

(Ddx)h...in=J:At
i=0

A^-±{-l)^(xiv..ikl'h...X'n)

A2=pxoi'o*xx'v..x'n=(wsx)io...Xn

n
A^= S (―1)kPxox1*xiv.-ixi'h-..i'n,

n k-l .

n

71-1

n-l n-1

A ― V V (―1)k+:>+1r, , -･ v i'
■H-I― Zj Lj ＼ L) *■Xn―}. bi h ･･!■■<―*n >

A9= ―xiff..in.

We see immediately that

A+A=O.

On the other hand, we have

(17)

where

(dDx)i<r.xn=giBi,

fll=

B2

n

k=0
l)kd(xXo...XkX-k...x'n)

n

Bs=n±[h-l)^xh...lf..Xk+lX'k+r..x-n,

B4= if S1 (-l)k+jxh...XkX',...%..*･≫,
k=oj=k+i ° " * } n
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|(-DH;i^0..4^'h;-i

We see that

Ai+B^O, A3+B2=0, A4+B3=0, ^7+54=O, A8+B5=0

Therefore,(12)follows from (13)-(17).

Remark 10. We can now define the induced homomorphism /*: Hp(X)->

HP(Y) of an arbitrary coherent map f:X-+Y between systems, which need not

be antisymmetric. By definition,/# is the homomorphism induced by the chain

mapping f# = wY#f#Sx*'- C#(X)―>C#(F). Clearly, /# satisfiesthe naturality con-

dition

(18) sr*/*=/isx*.

Moreover, /s/x implies /*=/i*. Also note that whenever / is special, /* can

be obtained directly from the chain mapping induced by / as in 3. This is a con-

sequence of Remark 9.

Remark 11. If p: X->X is a resolution(ANR-resolution)of the space X,

then we definea morphism p':X-±X' of pro-Top by puttingpx=Px foriei'.

That p' is also a resolution(ANR-resolution)of X is obvious. Moreover, sxp

=pr. Since sx* is a naturalisomorphism, one can identifyHP(X') with HP(X).

This and Remark 8 show that the homology group Hf(X) of the space X can

be identifiedwith HP(X), where p: X-^-X is an arbitraryANR-resolution of X

{A need not even be anti-symmetric).
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